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t h i n k i n g o f ta k i n g
a trip on your tod?
Better get polishing
your bratwurst, as a
recent survey has
revealed Cologne to be
one of the top spots for
solo travel, with single
bookings up by 142% in the past year. We
asked award-winning solo travel blogger
Katy Colins (@notwedordead) why lone
rangers are ﬂocking to the German city...

Inside this month’s issue... Pick a destination and oﬀ you go

1. You can get around easily
“Pick up and drop oﬀ a rented bike
anywhere in the city for a €3 sign-up fee,
then just €1 per half hour. Go at your own
pace, explore the Old Town and forget
about getting in unlicensed taxis alone.”

2. You can smash a challenge
“Like climbing the 533 steps of the south
tower at the Gothic cathedral Kölner
Dom. The droolworthy shots you’ll get at
the top of the Rhine Valley are worth it.”

3. You can meet people in a jiﬀ y
“Join the organised pub crawl leaving
Sinners and Saints in Friesenwall
(pubcrawlcologne.com) on Fridays and
Saturdays – it’s impossible not to make
friends. Order the local Kölsch beer.”
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4. You can dine with company

5. You can ditch extra charges

“Forget the table for one and sympathetic
looks from waiters. Cologne has lots of
lively places with long tables shared with
strangers. Früh, by the Cathedral, has
such a friendly vibe it totally deserves its
cult solo-dining status.”

“Single supplements at hotels are a pain.
Not only does the funky Black Sheep
Hostel (blacksheephostel.com) not have
one, there’s also a weekly communal
cook-together – a great way to meet and
chat to other solo travellers.”

WHERE TO FLY SOLO

Cologne is having a ‘me, myself and I’ moment with hordes of solo travellers hotfooting it to the German city...
GRAN SLAM
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Sorry love, last orders
were called long ago at
this bar in Croatia
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p u t d o w n t h at souvlaki. We have
breaking news. Gone are the days of
stockpiling charms to fend oﬀ the evil eye
in Greece or, trickier still, ﬁguring out how
to hijack an elder to lift its mati (curse).
A new app now connects you with your

very own digital yiayia (grandma), who
walks you through the steps needed to
break the spell. Cast by someone who
wishes you ill, the physical symptoms of
the hex – headache, dizziness, general
malaise – may sound suspiciously like a
hangover, but are no laughing matter for
superstitious Greeks. Download the free
Ksematiasma app, however, and a
grey-haired matriarch will school you
in how to use oil, water and prayers to
banish malign spirits. So, you can leave
the rabbit’s foot at home when you hit the
clubs. Haters gonna hate, but we’ve got
you covered.
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A legion of forgotten buildings across Europe
are being reclaimed by nature, lending them
an otherworldly kind of beauty...
Words Sarah Neish Photography Thomas Windisch

VIEWPOINTS
ON BUSINESS SENSE

“Money has never been
my driver...”

085

b e t w e e n t h e a g e s of 12 and 27, Jan
Willem Poot struggled with a range of
addiction problems and spent almost
eight and a half years in and out of
treatment programmes. The Dutch
national ﬁnally found lasting help at a
Scottish clinic and was inspired to start a
business organising sports and outdoor
activities for young people. Then, in 2010,
he founded Yes We Can Youth Clinics,
alongside a team of 20 healthcare
professionals. The organisation now
employs 175 full-time specialists and has
helped over 2,000 young people.
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Give something back
“Thirteen years ago, my life changed
dramatically. I had been searching for the
answers to my own personal problems
and I ﬁnally found a clinic in the UK that
was able to help me. This clinic had the
right combination of specialists and
people who had been through similar
experiences. On the last day of treatment,
one of the things they said to me was:
‘If you want to hold on to everything you
have today, you also have to be able to
give it away each and every day’. I didn’t
understand what this meant at ﬁrst, but
I soon realised that life is about helping
others, and sharing what you’ve learned
and the challenges you’ve overcome.”

Your path isn’t set in stone
VIEWPOINTS
ON FOOD

“I had diﬃculties in my childhood and I
had no idea how to be a normal teenager.
That experience shaped me and it made
me want to build an organisation that
gave sunshine and laughter and kindness
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Say you’re sorry
“The ﬂipside of quick decisions is that you
don’t always make the right ones. And, if
you make a wrong decision, it often has
an impact on other people. So, whenever
this happens, I take responsibility for it
and do whatever I can to make it right.”

Provide a caring environment
“We treat teenagers and young adults
who come to us with so many diﬀerent
problems. Some 25% may have
attempted suicide, while 50% will have
addiction issues. When they ﬁrst join us
they will have ‘heavy’ behaviours and it
can be diﬃcult for everyone involved. We
encourage staﬀ to take time out to talk to
each other several times a day, to help
them deal with the pressures. It’s not
utopia, but we do our best.”

Tell it how it is
“Sometimes, the best option is not to
make yourself appear more than you are
and to let people take you as they ﬁnd you.”
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“Old-school East Asian equals
joyous nostalgia...”

049

Food critic Tania Ballantine (pictured, behind the pan) loves London’s retro restaurants

IL LU ST R AT I O N J O NN Y WA N

VITAL STATISTICS
NAME Jan Willem Poot
NATIONALITY Dutch
AGE 41
LANGUAGES Dutch, English,
French and German
CAREER
2009-present: founder and CEO,
Yes We Can Clinics; 2005-2011:
founder and CEO, Junior Travels &
JT Travels

Think on your feet
“In 2010, I opened a number of clinics,
that use sport and physical activity as a
key part of the therapy process. We’ve
seen tremendous growth and this has
brought its own challenges – there was a
time when we needed to hire 50 people
in four months. I’ve been lucky in that
people heard about what we were doing
and approached us to get involved, but
sometimes, you don’t have the luxury of
reﬂection. You need to make quick
decisions and move on.”
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i blame my
childhood. I grew
up in Singapore,
you see, the child of
expat parents, and
took holidays in
Hong Kong. So, now
that many (many) years later, there’s a
wave of old-school East Asian restaurants
appearing across my now hometown of
London, it equals joyous nostalgia.
But what’s your excuse? And I don’t
necessarily mean ‘you’, sitting there
in seat 6C, wondering whether you’ve
got enough euros left to buy a Twix, but
the wider ‘you’ – the notoriously ﬁckle,
restaurant-going public of Europe’s
biggest cities. Why so much love?
It’s simple, really. We’re all sick of
fuss, frills and foams. What we want
are ﬂavours and textures that are pure,
intense and need no embellishment: the
kind you get from China and its near
neighbours. What’s more, we’re tired of
forgettable spaces – boringly elegant
linens or the tiles-and-bare-bricks of every

to young adults. So, I organised
sports holidays for them and it was
phenomenally successful, with 10,000
clients every year. It was incredibly hard
work – I’d often go to bed at 4am and
get up three hours later – but it was
rewarding, for a while…”

Do the right thing
“The sports holiday company sometimes
became frustrating, because we would
often have children come to us from
institutions where they just weren’t
getting the treatment they needed. There
were many stories about drug abuse,
sexual abuse and fear inside these
treatment centres, and I could relate to
that because of my own experience 15
years earlier. I decided to sell up and try
to help – perhaps I could be there for
these young people? A lot of people tried
to dissuade me, because the company
I had was so successful, but I had made
up my mind already. Money has never
been my driver.”

W O R D S S IMEO N D E L A T O R R E IL LU ST R AT I O N A L A N V E S T
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Inspired by his own personal battles, Jan Willem Poot decided to sell his sporting holiday
business to use physical activity to help troubled youngsters

hipster establishment from Nunhead to
Then there’s Holborn hideaway Cha
Neukölln. We want to be seduced with
Chaan Teng, a mash-up of traditional
vintage class or retro quirk, so that when it Hong Kong and contemporary London
comes to Monday morning and someone
vibes with its glam-rock Asian murals and
says, “So, how was your weekend?”, we
Coca-Cola ribs, or Brixton’s teeny Duck
can actually remember.
Duck Goose, which does a knock-out
Case in point: Xu, a recently opened
French toast with caramel and soy ice
Taiwanese restaurant in London’s Soho.
cream. And that’s not forgetting Islington’s
Swish yet good value, it’s home to a killer
own Chinese Laundry, due to re-open this
chilli egg-drop crab dish and a mindautumn. Here, the vibe is Chinese granny
blowingly good tomato and smoked eel
chic from the 80s. Sound bonkers? It is,
(cold, soupy, ﬁery). You’ll stay for the vibe:
but wait till you try the epic spice-rubbed
a soundtrack of 50s
‘chicken carcass’.
swing and a look of
There’s something
“The vibe is Chinese
30s Taipei with dark
beautifully escapist
granny chic from the 80s.
wood panelling,
about stepping into
Sound bonkers? It is...”
idling ceiling fans and
a restaurant not just
dinky private booths.
from another place
Or, across London, there’s Park Chinois, a
– that’s old hat in this town – but another
French/Chinese fusion favourite with live
time. Londoners are crying out to get
jazz, opulent furnishings and waitresses
away from all the noise and these stylish
gliding about in strapless chinoiserie
venues from yesteryear are the kind of
dresses. Don’t miss the Park carbonara,
places where you could leave your phone
a playful Cantonese take on the Italian
oﬀ. And that, in this walk-faster-stand-onclassic, made with udon noodles and the
the-right-please city, is priceless.
briny tang of sea urchin.
@taniaballantine
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Europe’s best gelato-makers are heading to Florence
for a huge competition, and the heat is on (OK, it’s not.
It’s right oﬀ ). Gelato fanatic Gail Tolley gets the scoop
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Frozen
ASSETS
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Photography by Susan Wright

remember my ﬁ rst-ever taste of ice cream.
It was 1990. I was ﬁve years old and gazing
up at the soggy packaging being peeled back
from a long block of Neapolitan. The texture
was foamy, the colours washed out like an
Amaro ﬁ lter and, when I wolfed it down,
there was a hint of cardboard in the ﬂ avour.
Fast forward to the summer of 2006 and,
aged 21, I was staying in a small medieval
town perched on a hilltop in Umbria, under the pretense
of learning Italian, but really on a ferocious hunt for
la dolce vita, having watched too many Fellini ﬁ lms.
Wandering down a side street to escape the searing heat,
I happened upon the local gelateria, where mountains
of creamy gelato rose up from the counter in every
conceivable colour, from pale green pistachio to deep
red frutti di bosco. I ordered a cone piled precariously
high. It was one of those life-changing moments. In
my naivety, I’d thought gelato was simply Italian ice
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You might want to wear
sunglasses to shoot baskets
on this colourful court in
Pigalle, Paris
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It might look like a trippy, 80s
arcade game, but this is where
local kids in a once down-at-heel
Parisian district shoot hoops
b r e a k i n g u p a block of
nondescript buildings in the
ninth arrondissement of the
French capital, a shocking slash
of vibrant pinks, purples, blues
and yellows marks out what
might just be Europe’s funkiest
basketball court.
The psychedelic love child of
Parisian streetwear label Pigalle, local design agency
Ill-Studio and sports giant Nike, this visually disruptive
space on Rue Duperré has been redesigned a handful
of times since its creation in 2009, but never with quite
as much swagger as this latest interpretation.
Created for disillusioned kids to have somewhere
to stay out of trouble in what was once Paris’s red-light
neighbourhood (with none-too-great crime rates), the
ﬂuoro rubber surface blends from blue at the edges to
hot pink in the centre and players can dodge,
leap and bounce amid the 8-bit-style graphics and
angled gradients, like avatars in their own
kaleidoscopic NBA video game.
“From us to the youth,” read the Instagram post
of Pigalle’s founder, Stéphane Ashpool, when he ﬁrst
unveiled the attention-grabbing court back in July.
“Boom. This is Pigalle, baby. Paris. Can’t stop, won’t
stop. Youth is ready. We’re ready.”
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“Terracottatiled roofs
cascading…”
e v e r yo n e k n o w s t h at
when it comes to stories, it’s
the beginnings and endings
that count most. And the only
possible downside to starting
your day with breakfast on the
roof terrace here is going head
to head with a persistent seagull over your chocolate
crepe. Just past its sizable wingspan, however, is an
even tastier view of terracotta-tiled roofs cascading
down the city’s crumbling slopes, creamy white
towers and domes emerging at intervals like opening
up a paper pop-up book. Sweeping sea views? Tick.
Cool contemporary furniture? Check. And that
seagull? He’s alright once you get to know him.
During the evening, that same view takes on a
diﬀerent character as streetlamps ﬂicker on, creating
a map of winking Morse code. Curious non-guests
creep through the backstreet housing the hidden
hotel entrance and emerge blinking onto the rooftop
bar, just in time to watch the pretty scene turn from
orange to candyﬂoss pink. But you can sit there
smugly, taking it all in with a glass of Vinho Verde,
having ambled all of ﬁve steps from your room to the
best seat in the house. As endings go, that’s one that
deserves a sequel, no question.
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MEMMO ALFAMA LISBOA
FLY TO LISBON
Boutique bliss
From €180
hotels.easyJet.com

W O R D S S A R A H NEI S H , S A R A H WA R W I C K H OT E LS L IST E D B Y NE A R EST A IR P O RT D EST IN AT I O N
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Clockwise from above
The Memmo Alfama’s roof
terrace is one of the best in
Lisbon; its Art Deco-style
exterior; rooms are the
epitome of calm

“Guests can feel godlike...”
visitors who
THERASIA RESORT
SEA AND SPA
m a k e the short
FLY TO CATANIA
ferry ride from the
Lazy luxury
Sicilian mainland
From €240
hotels.easyJet.com
to Vulcano –
known as Therasia
to the Ancient
Greeks and one of the seven Aeolian
Islands – are well rewarded for their
pursuit. Their prize is the beauty of this
special place, with its black-sand beaches,
cobalt sea and hibiscus-lined roads.
Even better oﬀ are the wise ones who
choose to stay at Therasia Resort, the

Aeolians’ only ﬁve-star hotel. Its views of
the archipelago are the ovation-winning
highlight, but then there’s the Michelinstarred restaurant, full-service spa and
immaculate guest rooms. When bobbing
in the double-decker inﬁnity pool,
turquoise water spilling into blue, guests
can feel almost godlike, looking down on
the white dots of sailboats on the blue
expanse of the Med.
An evening aperitivo on the hotel’s
terrace, watching the misty shapes of
these ancient islands fade… Well, it’s not
a place you’ll forget in a hurry.
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cream, an overhyped version of that ﬁ rst supermarketbought mouthful I’d tried as a child. Th is, however, was
something entirely new and my taste buds were blown.
Silky smooth, it dissolved eﬀortlessly on my tongue. The
ﬂavours were intense: fruit tasted as though it had just
been picked; the chocolate was rich and luxurious. I’d
found my dolce vita and it came in a cone.
More than 10 years later, and contemplating a Magnum
on a sunny afternoon, I wonder whether that Umbrian
gelato was a mere ﬁgment of my imagination. Could it
really have been that good? So, when I discover there’s
an international Gelato Festival coming up in Florence in
September, that pitches the titans of the craft against each
other as they battle to be crowned the ultimate gelatomaker, I grab a suitcase and a spoon and hotfoot it to the
airport to embark on a personal gelato odyssey.
Rome is hot. Really hot. I arrive at the peak of a
heat wave, ready to track down the local gelato gurus
preparing for the competition, and it hasn’t rained
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“Money has never been
my driver...”
Inspired by his own personal battles, Jan Willem Poot decided to sell his sporting holiday
business to use physical activity to help troubled youngsters

Give something back
“Thirteen years ago, my life changed
dramatically. I had been searching for the
answers to my own personal problems
and I ﬁnally found a clinic in the UK that
was able to help me. This clinic had the
right combination of specialists and
people who had been through similar
experiences. On the last day of treatment,
one of the things they said to me was:
‘If you want to hold on to everything you
have today, you also have to be able to
give it away each and every day’. I didn’t
understand what this meant at ﬁrst, but
I soon realised that life is about helping
others, and sharing what you’ve learned
and the challenges you’ve overcome.”

Your path isn’t set in stone
“I had diﬃculties in my childhood and I
had no idea how to be a normal teenager.
That experience shaped me and it made
me want to build an organisation that
gave sunshine and laughter and kindness

to young adults. So, I organised
sports holidays for them and it was
phenomenally successful, with 10,000
clients every year. It was incredibly hard
work – I’d often go to bed at 4am and
get up three hours later – but it was
rewarding, for a while…”

Do the right thing
“The sports holiday company sometimes
became frustrating, because we would
often have children come to us from
institutions where they just weren’t
getting the treatment they needed. There
were many stories about drug abuse,
sexual abuse and fear inside these
treatment centres, and I could relate to
that because of my own experience 15
years earlier. I decided to sell up and try
to help – perhaps I could be there for
these young people? A lot of people tried
to dissuade me, because the company
I had was so successful, but I had made
up my mind already. Money has never
been my driver.”

VITAL STATISTICS
NAME Jan Willem Poot
NATIONALITY Dutch
AGE 41
LANGUAGES Dutch, English,
French and German
CAREER
2009-present: founder and CEO,
Yes We Can Clinics; 2005-2011:
founder and CEO, Junior Travels &
JT Travels
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Think on your feet
“In 2010, I opened a number of clinics,
that use sport and physical activity as a
key part of the therapy process. We’ve
seen tremendous growth and this has
brought its own challenges – there was a
time when we needed to hire 50 people
in four months. I’ve been lucky in that
people heard about what we were doing
and approached us to get involved, but
sometimes, you don’t have the luxury of
reﬂection. You need to make quick
decisions and move on.”

Say you’re sorry
“The ﬂipside of quick decisions is that you
don’t always make the right ones. And, if
you make a wrong decision, it often has
an impact on other people. So, whenever
this happens, I take responsibility for it
and do whatever I can to make it right.”

Provide a caring environment
“We treat teenagers and young adults
who come to us with so many diﬀerent
problems. Some 25% may have
attempted suicide, while 50% will have
addiction issues. When they ﬁrst join us
they will have ‘heavy’ behaviours and it
can be diﬃcult for everyone involved. We
encourage staﬀ to take time out to talk to
each other several times a day, to help
them deal with the pressures. It’s not
utopia, but we do our best.”

Tell it how it is
“Sometimes, the best option is not to
make yourself appear more than you are
and to let people take you as they ﬁnd you.”

W O R D S S IMEO N D E L A T O R R E IL LU ST R AT I O N A L A N V E S T

b e t w e e n t h e a g e s of 12 and 27, Jan
Willem Poot struggled with a range of
addiction problems and spent almost
eight and a half years in and out of
treatment programmes. The Dutch
national ﬁnally found lasting help at a
Scottish clinic and was inspired to start a
business organising sports and outdoor
activities for young people. Then, in 2010,
he founded Yes We Can Youth Clinics,
alongside a team of 20 healthcare
professionals. The organisation now
employs 175 full-time specialists and has
helped over 2,000 young people.
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